Abstract: To improve the diagnostic prediction of recurrence of otitis media with effusion after surgery, an anti-confocal system combined with spectroscopic measurements is proposed to reject unwanted signals from the eardrum and assess the blood content. The anti-confocal system was experimentally evaluated on both optical middle ear phantom and human skin. Results showed effective rejection of signals from the eardrum using a central stop replacing the confocal pinhole, while still detecting signals from the middle ear mucosa. The system is sensitive to changes in blood content, but scattering and absorption characteristics of the eardrum can distort the measurement. Confocal detection of eardrum properties was shown to be a promising approach to correct measurements. based on a fiber optic infrared radiometer and an otoscope and its use as a new diagnostic tool for acute otitis media,"
Introduction
Otitis media with effusion (OME) is a chronic inflammatory disease that causes partial deafness. The air in the middle ear cleft is displaced by a mucin rich liquid. The viscosity of the effusion, caused by the mucin content, is too high to allow natural drainage of the middle ear via the Eustachian tube [1] . OME is a common disease in children and the only effective treatment is surgical drainage of the middle ear with insertion of a tympanostomy tube in the tympanic membrane done under general anaesthetic [2] . Tympanostomy tubes are spontaneously rejected by the eardrum on average after eight months, in 25 % of children the effusion recurs requiring further surgical treatment [2] . We hypothesise that the middle ear inflammation has not resolved in patients who have a recurrence of the effusion. Currently there is no clinically available method of measuring the inflammatory state of the middle ear mucosa. If there were, this would give clinicians a rational method of determining which patients need to be followed up and those which could be discharged from the clinic.
Several groups are working on a wide variety of novel diagnostic methods in order to improve the diagnosis of middle ear inflammation. Approaches include the use of image processing to enhance important features in otoscopic findings such as colour [3] or contrast [4] , spectroscopic measurements [5] , 3D shape extraction of the eardrum [6] , 3D imaging techniques such as optical coherence tomography [7] and ultrasound [8] , and temperature measurement [9] . While 3D imaging techniques reveal structures such as biofilms attached to the middle ear [7] or fluid inside the middle ear [8], they do not assess the inflammation of the mucosa itself. Spectroscopic methods and temperature measurement are better alternatives as they assess signs of inflammation itself via redness and a temperature increase, both signs of inflammation [10] . While the temperature signal is small and needs a reference measurement of a healthy ear [9] , spectroscopic measurements are more promising even though the source (either eardrum or mucosa) of the measured signal cannot be determined and different cases of middle ear inflammation such as OME or acute otitis media can only be distinguished in statistical terms [5] .
This project aims to improve the diagnosis of OME by predicting the recurrence after tympanostomy tubes extrusion. For this the inflammatory state of the middle ear mucosa needs to be assessed. We believe that spectroscopic measurement in the visible and near infrared range are most promising in diagnosing inflammation as they are already used in other fields of medicine such as diagnosing inflamed gums [11] and assessing blood flow in gastric mucosa [12] . However, spectroscopic methods cannot be used alone as signal components from the eardrum and the inflamed mucosa cannot be distinguished. Hence, our approach is to combine a spatial filtering method and spectroscopy in order to improve the diagnostic accuracy. In a previous paper [13] we introduced the anti-confocal system to allow multi-wavelength measurements through the eardrum while rejecting background signal from the eardrum. The system was simulated and its performance compared to the conventional confocal system showing superiority of the anticonfocal system for this measurement and its ability to detect signal from the mucosa while rejecting background from the eardrum.
In this paper experiments will be conducted in order to confirm the simulations and assess the performance of the anti-confocal system when measuring inflammation on optical phantoms. This paper first describes the optical system and the optical middle ear phantoms used for tests of the system. Experimental results are described and interpreted afterwards.
Optical system
The principle of confocal detection is reversed in the anti-confocal system. Rather than detecting signal from a single point by use of a pinhole in the confocal case, the signal from a single point is rejected using a central stop instead. Using a larger diameter of the stop than is usual for a pinhole, the small point of rejection is increased to a volume of rejection, the higher the diameter the bigger the rejected volume. In case of measurements on the middle ear, this rejection volume as well as the focus of the illumination is placed on the eardrum and only signal from inside the middle ear is detected as shown in Fig. 1 . A large area is sampled so decreasing the resolution but the signal level is increased compared to confocal detection. This allows easy sampling of a larger, more representative volume of the middle ear mucosa and assessment of the inflammation and is satisfactory as the aim is to detect and not image the inflammation.
The inflammatory state of the middle ear mucosa is linked to the metabolism of the tissue and thus its blood content. As blood is the main absorber in mucous tissues, an increased metabolism results in a higher absorption coefficient µ a (λ) of the tissue and a decreased reflection signal R. When measuring the reflection signal of tissues in a wavelength range of high absorption (e.g. green), an increase of blood has a large influence on the signal. The effect is smaller in a wavelength region of generally smaller specific absorption of blood (e.g. NIR).
When direct measurement on a tissue is possible and no other parameters influence the measurement a single reflection signal can be used to measure the absorption and thus inflammatory state as the reflection is function of the absorption only R = f (µ a (λ)). In case of the middle ear, the eardrum obscures the view on the mucosa, attenuates and scatters the signal as well as adding background caused by reflections from the eardrum R eardrum . Simplified, the signal can be described by
where A is the attenuation of the eardrum. The anti-confocal system is used to minimise the background R eardrum → 0. Still, the attenuation A of the eardrum is unknown. Using a twowavelength measurement and the fraction of the signal at both measurements the attenuation factor can be reduced to one constant c A (
A(λ 2 ) . We call this measure inflammation index I I
If the attenuation at both wavelengths is similar A(λ 1 ) ≈ A(λ 2 ), the attenuation factor c A ≈ 1 can be neglected and the inflammation index directly measured. If this is not given, a way must be found to correct the inflammation index for changes in the attenuation at different wavelengths. Confocal detection of the eardrum parameters to do so is introduced later but for simplicity, a constant attenuation is assumed first. With an appropriate choice of wavelength, one in a high absorptive region and one in the low absorptive region of haemoglobin the dependence of this index on the blood content and thus inflammation can be maximised. A good choice is a NIR laser for λ 1 and a green laser for λ 2 .
The setup of the optical system is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two lasers (532 nm: BWN-532-30, B&W Tek, Newark, DE, USA and 808 nm: L808P010 controlled by the power and temperature controller kit LTC100-B LD, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, USA) are aligned, combined, and their beam expanded to a radius of 6 mm. The beam is directed on the middle ear by a beamsplitter and is focused by a lens with focal length f = 80 mm resulting in a NA of 0.08 (maximum possible in the ear). The eardrum is in focus and the mucosa is placed 4 mm behind the eardrum as it is the case in the human ear. The reflected signal from the eardrum is focused on a CCD camera (iXon EM+, Andor, Belfast, Northern Ireland) with 14 bit resolution, while the signal from the mucosa is out of focus.
Next to the optical setup, the area of the CCD is illustrated and the distribution of the beams schematically shown. The signal from the eardrum (blue) is in focus and centred in the middle of the camera while the signal from the mucosa (red) is wider spread. Anti-confocal filtering is done in software by selecting only pixels outside the black circle indicating the stop. Choosing a large enough diameter of the stop, the signal from the eardrum is rejected. The radius of the stop is easily altered in software and allows closer investigation of the signal than would be the case when using a physical stop.
Middle ear phantom
Experiments are conducted on a middle ear phantom composed of eardrum and mucosa. Four different phantoms were created for the mucosa, matching its optical properties (scattering and absorption) of healthy and inflamed tissue, and two intermediate cases.
The absorption coefficient is modelled similar to [14] 
where V Hb is the blood volume fraction, HbO2 is the molar extinction of oxy-haemoglobin, Hb the molar extinction of haemoglobin, α the oxygenation of the blood, and c Hb = 120 g/l the concentration of haemoglobin per litre of blood. The absorption is scaled according to µ a,scaled = 0.62 · µ a + 0.03 (4) in order to match average tissue properties found in a wide literature search. Linear scaling was chosen as the offset introduces tissue background absorption, as proposed by Yudovsky [15] . The scattering anisotropy of the phantoms is about 0.5 [17] while it is around 0.9 for tissue. Hence, the scattering characteristics cannot be easily reproduced. Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to find a scattering coefficient of the phantoms approximating the reflection characteristics of mucosa. This results in the reduced scattering coefficient of 6 mm −1 at 808 nm. Only the blood 700 800 900 1000 1100
Wavelength The absorption spectra of both dyes diluted in the polyester resin without scattering medium or hardener added were characterised using a spectrometer (Libra S32PC, Biochrom, Cambridge, UK) and the results are shown in Fig. 2 (a). Four mixtures with different concentrations c were measured in order to characterise the dependence of dye concentration and absorption coefficient. The relation is shown in Fig. 2 (b) for both dyes at the two laser wavelengths. Instead of using the NIR dye directly, a pre-solution (1:100, dye:resin) was used for easier mixing of the materials.
The absorption coefficient of a phantom is determined by
with the specific absorption coefficient of the dye α red (808) = 0.010 mm −1 , α NIR (808) = 0.022 mm −1 , α red (532) = 0.123 mm −1 , and α NIR (532) = 0.007 mm −1 and the concentration given in mg/g (dye/resin). Blood volume fractions V Hb of 2, 8, 14, and 20 % (within the range of concentrations possible in mucous tissues [14] ) were chosen for the mucosa phantoms. The absorption of the red dye is too high at 808 nm resulting in a theoretical negative concentration of the NIR dye. Hence, the desired absorption at 808 nm is slightly increased resulting in the final properties of the phantoms as given in Tab. 1.
As the scattering angle of the eardrum cannot be easily reproduced using the above recipe giving a fixed scattering anisotropy, different methods to create an eardrum phantom are investigated. These include the use of tracing paper, an optical diffuser, with sandpaper treated glass slides, and fibre glass mats cast in resin. Tracing paper shows much higher scattering than eardrums. The properties of fibre based phantoms and sanded glass slides are hard to control and result in inhomogeneous samples. Thus, the 1500 grid ground glass diffuser (DG20-1500, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, USA) is used as eardrum phantom for further characterisation. The diffuser shows higher scattering than expected for the eardrum (µ s,diffuser = 40 mm −1 compared to µ s,eardrum = 11 mm −1 as best matches of Monte Carlo simulations and measurements; with scattering anisotropy g = 0.99 and negligible absorption compared to the scattering coefficient) resulting in increased attenuation of the signal and can be seen as a worst case eardrum phantom.
Experimental results

Axial sectioning
The sectioning capability of the anti-confocal system is measured by scanning a mirror along the optical axis and recording the detected signal power. Figure 3 shows the results without filtering (0 µm stop radius), 240, 480, and 720 µm stop radius. The theoretical detected power, calculated by geometrical optics, is shown as well. The mirror is in focus at z = 0 (where the eardrum would be placed) and moving away from the optical system with increasing z. Around z = 0, the stop rejects the reflections from the mirror resulting in lowest signal and background components of an eardrum placed here will be rejected as observed later. An increasing stop radius increases the range on the optical axis where signals are rejected. The decreasing power observed in measurements and theory at positions z > 0 is a result of light reflected outside the detection NA due to the increased distance of optics to the scanned mirror.
Measurement of the inflammation index
Next, the reflected power from the four mucosa phantoms with the diffuser placed in the beam path as well as the signal from the diffuser only is measured for both wavelengths and the detected power per radius from the optical axis shown in Fig. 4 . The highest power is observed in the center where the signal from the eardrum is focused. In this area, the signal from the different phantoms cannot be distinguished for the same measure- ment wavelength. Only at a higher radii do the signals differ, the signal from the eardrum phantom falls off quickly and also a difference in the signal from the mucosa phantoms becomes visible. The NIR signal is generally higher than the green signal and the green signal decreases from phantom 1 to 4 while the NIR signal increases. This is a result of the wavelength depended absorption coefficient of the mucosa phantoms, increasing from phantom 1 to 4 in the green range and decreasing in the NIR range. During signal processing the central pixel of the camera are not used for evaluation forming a virtual stop to reject the signal from the eardrum. The rest of the power is summed to calculate the total reflected signal. Figure 5 shows the total reflected signal as solid lines and signal when using stop filtering with different radii as dashed lines for all four phantoms in the sample plot. Instead of the mucosa phantom number, their absorption coefficient at 532 nm is given on the x-axis. The left figure shows the green while the right figure shows the NIR signal. All plots are normalised to their respective maximum value to allow easy comparison of the graphs that would otherwise show decreasing signal levels with increasing stop radius. 5 measurements were taken for each phantom, the mean is shown here and the errorbars indicate the standard deviation. Green P1 Green P2 Green P3 Green P4 Green Scat. Fig. 4 . Distribution of the detected power plotted over radius from center of the camera. The measurement was taken on five phantoms; mucosa phantom 1 to 4 with eardrum phantom placed in front (P1-4) and eardrum phantom only (Scat.), each measured at both wavelengths, green and NIR. The green signal is highest for phantom 1 and lowest for phantom 4 in contrast to the NIR signal which increases. The contrast between the detected power from each phantom increases with increasing stop radius.
In the next step, the earlier introduced inflammation index I I = R(808) R(532) is calculated and results shown in Fig. 6 for different stop radii in dependence on the absorption of the phantoms at 532 nm. Additionally to the four mucosa phantoms a white phantom without attenuation is included in the graph. Again the mean of 5 measurements is shown and the standard deviation shown as errorbars. All plots show an increase of the index with increasing modelled blood content of the phantoms. Similar to the reflected power, the difference in index increases with stop radius. But the standard deviation increases at the same time. The ideal index would have a linear and high slope while keeping the variation small. Hence, the measure M for a good index is defined as
where m is the slope of a linear interpolation of the index I I = m * µ a + b, R 2 is the coefficient of determination indicating the goodness of the linear fit, and σ is the average standard deviation of the 5 measurements. In the shown example this results in a best inflammation index when using a stop radius of 640 µm. Averaging the best stop radius over all measurements for different variations of the phantom as presented below results in a stop radius of 576 µm.
Variation of the middle ear phantom
The dependence of the inflammation index on phantom parameters is tested and results shown in Fig. 7 , where markers show the measured values and the lines are linear fits for each series. For the curve "Standard", the diffuser was used as eardrum phantom, the distance between eardrum and mucosa was 4 mm and the angle between optical axis and the surface normal 10 • . The index was measured three times, the average is shown and the errorbars indicate the standard deviation. In the variation cases only one parameter is changed each. Results for changed scattering scattering of the eardrum, angle between phantoms surface and optical axis, and distance between eardrum and mucosa are shown in subfigure (a), while subfigure (b) shows the change due to absorption of the eardrum.
Distance between eardrum and mucosa: The distance was varied from 2 to 6 mm with the 2 mm case shown. A decreasing distance results in an increase of the measured index. is more visible for smaller stop radii than shown here).
Scattering of the eardrum: The diffuser was replaced by other phantoms such microscope slides whose surface is roughened with sand paper, and fibre glass cast in resin (shown here). A change in scattering can have an influence on the measured index as shown here while other samples do not.
Absorption of the eardrum: The absorption of the fibre glass sample was altered by adding dye to the resin. Red dye with increasing concentration from sample 1 to 4 was added. The wavelength dependent absorption of the eardrum strongly affects the measured index.
Confocal detection of eardrum properties
As a camera is used as the detector and the optical system focused on the eardrum, confocal detection can be easily used to sample the eardrum. This could give information about its properties and help to correct the measured inflammation index for changes in absorption and scattering. The coloured fibre glass samples used to change the absorption of the eardrum phantom are used to test whether it is possible to correct the inflammation index for changes of absorption of the eardrum. The confocal signal is measured for the four eardrum phantoms and the relation of detected power of NIR to green s confocal shown in Fig. 8(a) , with the x-axis scaled according to the red dye concentration in each eardrum phantom. The confocal signal was measured 6 times (each time the mucosa phantom was changed), the average,standard deviation, and linear interpolation are shown. The confocal signal is dependent on the attenuation of the eardrum as expected and will be used for correction of the inflammation index I I. To do so, the scaling factor must be calibrated. For this, first the slopes of the measured inflammation indices m II is calculated for a linear approximation
The inverse of this slope 1 m II scales the different indices correctly, but obviously, is not available in later measurements. Hence, the relation between the confocal signal and the needed scaling factor c = Fig. 7(b) . The test and calibration data are the same. Further, no scattering is included into this model.
Test on real blood circulation
To verify the model for absorption of blood in tissue, experiments were conducted on the hands of human volunteers. Three volunteers were asked to submerge their hand in cold water (about 5 • C) for 5 minutes; this increases the blood volume in the hand in order to raise the temperature of the hand. The inflammation index of the hand was then measured through an eardrum phantom over 4 minutes with the measurements shown in Fig. 9(b) . The markers indicate measurements and the lines are exponential interpolations I I fit = a · exp(b · t) + c with the R 2 values of 0.890, 0.957, and 0.947. Subfigure (a) and (c) show photographs of the hand before and after the measurement series. The inflammation index decreases from t = 0 measured directly after the hand was removed from the water to t = 4 minutes later. Different absolute values are measured but the course of all curves is similar and shows a decrease over time.
Discussion
Axial sectioning
Measurements and theory of the axial sectioning of the anti-confocal system fit well and show that a stop with increasing radius blocks more signal, reducing the detected power and increasing the range on the optical axis where unwanted signal components are rejected. The fluctuations in the measurements stem from variations in the background level of the camera, amplified by summation of a large area and small signal components. Drifts of the background level over time result in an offset causing the signal not to reach zero when blocked by the stop at z around 0, in contrast to theory. This problem is solved in the other experiments presented in this paper by repeated background level measurements, which were not done during the z-scan performed here.
Measurement of the inflammation index
The optical mucosa phantoms were designed to have a constant absorption coefficient in the NIR range. This is not the case as the measured signals show. The absorption decreases from phantom 1 to 4, indicated by an increase of the detected reflection signal. This is caused by errors of the spectral characterisation of the dyes. The absorption at 808 nm measured here is lower compared to the data given in [16] . This causes small errors in the recipe resulting in optical properties of the created mucosa phantoms that differ from the desired values. This increases the measured inflammation index and the contrast between the phantoms. Nonetheless these phantoms were used instead of creating a new set of more accurate phantoms as the change in absorption in the green range constitutes most to the measured inflammation index and the error in absorption coefficient does not influence the measurement significantly. Despite this error and approximations of the model, the middle ear phantom is accurate enough to characterise the anti-confocal system and simulate the human ear because the human ear shows variations and hence exact properties of the phantom are not necessary and second the change in blood content is still approximated by the four different mucosa phantoms. The radial power distribution in Fig. 4 is maximal the center as the reflections from the eardrum are focused on the camera. The signal falls off with increasing radius from the center as first no directly reflected but only scattered signal reaches the detector and the scattered signal then decreases as more signal is absorbed when propagating further from the illuminated area. The center shows a higher power for NIR radiation because the surface roughness is close to the wavelengths used and hence the reflection characteristics are wavelength dependent. This also causes the green reflections to show a wider scattering angle than the NIR reflections. The difference of the signals recorded from the different mucosa phantoms at higher radii is easily explained by the absorption coefficient of the phantoms. The signal decreases from phantom 1 to 4 in the green range while the opposite is true for the NIR range, according to the absorption coefficient.
The anti-confocal stop is effective in removing the background from the eardrum as this component is centred close to the optical axis. Further, the defined inflammation index is sensitive to changes in the simulated blood concentration in the phantoms. The contrast in detected power and slope of the inflammation index increases with increasing stop radius because the background due to reflections from the eardrum is blocked first and then photons with a shorter pathlength in the mucosa phantom are blocked. Photons with a longer pathlength are more effected by the absorption than phantoms with a short pathlength and hence, the contrast increases when only detecting photons with long pathlength carrying more information about the absorption coefficient. But at the same time, the signal level is reduced, increasing the influence of noise which is shown by the increased standard deviation when using stops with higher radii. An optimum stop radius results in a trade-off between low noise and high contrast and is dependent on the optical properties of the sample as well as the detector properties such as dynamic range and detector noise determining the lowest detectable signal level. A measure for a best stop radius was defined, finding the best compromise at a radius of 576 µm for the current set-up and optical properties of interest. This value was used in the presented experiments.
The specifications of the anti-confocal system, such as background rejection ratio and sampled area cannot be generalised and depend on the optical properties of the sample, stop size, and detector.
Variations of the middle ear phantom
The experimental results show that the inflammation index is distorted by different parameters of the sample. An increased distance between eardrum and mucosa causes the illuminated area on the mucosa to increase according to the scattering characteristics and NA of the illumination beam as the light is focused on the eardrum. This causes more power to be detected off axis and increases the signal as the stop rejects only signals close to the optical axis. Compared to the NIR signal, the green signal is generally lower and has a smaller pathlength due to a higher absorption coefficient. An increase of the illuminated area thus has a larger effect on the green signal and consequently reduces the measured inflammation index.
The measured inflammation index increases with the angle between the optical axis and surface normal of the sample as direct reflections are directed away from the optics and the background power is reduced even without applying a stop.
Both scattering and absorption characteristics of the eardrum also affect the inflammation index, especially in cases where these changes are wavelength dependent. The eardrum phantom with changed absorption attenuates the green light stronger than the NIR. As the light passes the eardrum twice, the effect of absorption is squared and the strong increase on the inflammation index is explained. A wavelength dependent as well as a wavelength independent change in scattering affects the inflammation index. Both signal power and signal distribution are altered affecting the index.
While the anti-confocal system is effective in rejecting background signals from the eardrum this section shows that it is not able to account for changes in properties of the middle ear affecting measurement of the inflammation index.
Confocal detection of eardrum properties
To account for changes in the eardrum, confocal detection of its parameters was introduced. The confocal detected reflectance of the glass fibre eardrum phantoms shows a dependence on the absorption determined by the dye concentration. This was used to correct the inflammation index and yield improved results. But as the resolution of the confocal system is low r axial = 1.5n λ N A 2 ≈ 188 µm at 808 nm, also reflections from the eardrum surface are detected. This results in the high variation of the confocal signal and will reduce the improvement by correction when done on a different data set.
While confocal detection of the eardrum properties accounts for changes of the absorption of the eardrum, it cannot account for changes in scattering or other properties of the middle ear.
Test on real blood circulation
The measured inflammation index of the hands shows the expected course, it is highest in the beginning when the blood volume is highest in the hand. This is established by the red appearance of the hand in the photograph. The measured index decreases over time as the blood volume decreases and the colour of the skin goes back to normal as seen in the second photograph. The difference of absolute values between the volunteers result from differences in the skin thickness, perfusion, and response to exposure to a cold environment. This experiment shows that the blood level of living tissue can be measured through an eardrum phantom and measurements will also be possible in the ear as the described measurements were performed through the thick skin on the human palm, not present and disturbing measurements in the ear. Also, the correctness of the mucosa phantoms is confirmed.
Conclusion
The anti-confocal system was shown to be able to reject background signals while still detecting information about the inflammation when measured through a scattering layer approximating the eardrum properties. The severity of the inflammation is assessed via the blood content of tissue, simulated by polyester resin based mucosa phantoms and human hands exposed to cold, and measured by the in this paper defined inflammation index.
This modelled inflammation can be assessed in all investigated middle ear phantoms but the index is distorted by other parameters of the middle ear such as scattering and absorption of the eardrum or size of the middle ear cavity. This means, the index is subject to sample variations not connected to the inflammation itself. This makes measurements of the inflammation index challenging in humans with where properties of the middle ear vary. A way to improve the measurements is the use of the confocal signal from the eardrum (detected in parallel to the anti-confocal signal) to determine its properties and use this information to correct the index. But the current signal processing model does only account for absorption of the eardrum but not for other changes in the middle ear.
We believe the presented method is promising because information about the inflammation could be extracted in all measurements. The remaining problem is the influence of other parameters in the middle ear, such as colour and translucency of the eardrum, distorting the measurements. While we introduced a method to correct for some of these effects, further refinement of the signal processing may be necessary to overcome all influences and ensure repeatable measurements. We believe that more sophisticated correcting techniques can be implemented making use of the pixelated nature of the detector. Once this is achieved, the system can enter clinical trials. We believe, that in addition to improved signal processing, experimental calibration of the system on many subjects will be necessary to overcome the problem of the wide variety of properties encountered in different patients. Similar calibration techniques are used in other spectrophotometry based techniques such as oximetry and have been shown to achieve acceptable accuracy for clinical use.
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